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EPSS Revisited: A Lifecycle for Developing Performance-Centered SystemsISPI, 2003
 EPSS Revisited is a compendium of articles gathered primarily from four special issues of ISPI's Performance Improvement (PI) journal between July 1999 and December 2002. These were issues for which I served as guest editor during a period when I was refining a performance-centered design...
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Engineering Analysis using PAFEC Finite Element SoftwareRoutledge, 1998
The general layout of the book is clear and concise with the use of chapter summaries and conclusions being very good...At the end of each chapter there is a list of useful references, and the book finishes with an index, which is brief yet definitive...particular benefit to the new PAFEC user. - Vibration Digest
...
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Ruby on Rails Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Ruby on Rails is a feature-rich, easy to learn, and powerful web application framework that makes creating sophisticated, full featured web applications a snap. With the intuitive, straightforward nature of Ruby and the development platform provided by Rails, anyone can put together full-fledged web applications quickly, even if they're new to web...
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Implementing Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Part 2 (CIPT2) (Authorized Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Professional certifications have been an important part of the computing industry for many years and will continue to become more important. Many reasons exist for these certifications, but the most popularly cited reason is that of credibility. All other considerations held equal, a certified employee/consultant/job candidate is considered more...
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Test Driven Development for Embedded C (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		TDD is a modern programming practice C developers need to know. It's a different way to program---unit tests are written in a tight feedback loop with the production code, assuring your code does what you think. You get valuable feedback every few minutes. You find mistakes before they become bugs. You get early warning of design...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2012

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to drive powerful business results with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn how to orchestrate successful CRM projects, automate processes, create more efficient workflows, optimize...
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Big Data Application Architecture Q&A: A Problem - Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Big Data)Apress, 2013

	Big Data Application Architecture Pattern Recipes provides an insight into heterogeneous infrastructures, databases, and visualization and analytics tools used for realizing the architectures of big data solutions. Its problem-solution approach helps in selecting the right architecture to solve the problem at hand. In the process of...
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Java EE 7 Development with WildFlyPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of the WildFly application server from JBoss to develop modern Java EE 7 applications


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to manage your WildFly production environment
	
		A step-by-step tutorial guide to...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Includes over 75 incredible recipes for deploying, configuring, and customizing your CRM application


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step guide to deploy Dynamics CRM 2011 components, configuring claim-based authentication and IFD deployment
	
		Focus on Dynamics CRM 2011 server maintenance and optimization...
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Advanced Infrastructure Penetration Testing: Defend your systems from methodized and proficient attackersPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A highly detailed guide to performing powerful attack vectors in many hands-on scenarios and defending significant security flaws in your company's infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Advanced exploitation techniques to breach modern operating systems and complex network devices
	...
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Computer Science: Reflections on the Field, Reflections from the FieldNational Academy Press, 2004

	
		Computer Science: Reflections on the Field, Reflections from the Field provides a concise characterization of key ideas that lie at the core of computer science (CS) research. The book offers a description of CS research recognizing the richness and diversity of the field. It brings together two dozen essays on diverse aspects...
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Learning Java (The Java Series)O'Reilly, 2000
This book is about the Java™ language and programming environment. If you've been at all active on the Internet in the past few years, you've heard a lot about Java. It's one of the most exciting developments in the history of the Internet, rivaling the creation of the World Wide Web. Java became the darling of the Internet programming...
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